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HOW TO PUT EUROPEAN HUMANISM INTO PRACTICE?

HOW TO CO-CREATE EUROPEAN HUMANISM?



Service-learning

• Encounter with human person, especially the human person 

in vulnerable position in order to be transformed and co-

create humanism

• Educate young people

o for others, and for the most vulnerable

o together with them

o from them



Service-learning helps to co-create European 

humanism

Verbeelding: 
Imagination

Verdieping: 
Deepening

Verplaatsing: 
Displacement

Verbinding: 
Connecting



serve, reflect, learn

What is service-learning?

 International movement

 Service-learning as a pedagogy 

for connecting self-other-world

 Connecting practice and values



What is service-learning?



Info: servicelearning@kuleuven.be

Based on: Service Learning Student Guide, Lorain County Community College,

http://www.lorainccc.edu/Community+Services/Service+Learning/Students/Service+Learning+Student+Guide.htm
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Direct

• Contact with
community is direct

• Teaching, tutoring, 
visiting elderly
people, etc. 

Indirect

• Contribution is 
indirect (through
organization)

• Making translations, 
website, brochures 
or videos for an
NGO, etc.

Types of service-learning



What’s in a name? 

Service-learning

Community(based) (service-)learning

Aprendizaje y servicio solidario

服务学习 fúwù xuéxí

Serve, reflect, learn:  three essential characteristics



SERVICE-LEARNING: three 

essential characteristics

Serve -Reflect- Learn



Service component Critical reflection about 

experience

-about course

-about oneself

-about society

Servc reflect learn

Info: servicelearning@kuleuven.be



http://www.eduso.net/res/?b=20&c=193&n=664

Info: servicelearning@kuleuven.be

Servc

Reciprocal relations 

and horizontal solidarity

(attitude)

Must meet an

authentic community 

need/articulated by an

organization

Integrated in curriculum

(academically anchored) 

http://www.eduso.net/res/?b=20&c=193&n=664


Horizontal solidarity

‘Solidary’ community

Community ‘in need’

knows

has

Can

gives

active role

Doesn’t know

needs

Is unable

recieves

passive role

‘helping’

‘being

helped’

(Based on: T. Nieves 2006)



 Not just ‘for’ but ‘together with’

 Not only ‘giving’, but also ‘receiving’ and ‘learning from’

COMMUNITYCOMMUNITY

Horizontal solidarity (T. Nieves)

Knows-does not know

Has- needs

Gives-receives

Active role

Knows-does not know

Has- needs

Gives-receives

Active role

SUBJECT SUBJECT



ACADEMIC PERSONAL CIVIC

REFLECTION

learn



http://www.eduso.net/res/?b=20&c=193&n=664

Info: servicelearning@kuleuven.be

From meaningful

experience and

OTHERS, through

REFLECTION

Transformative: 

perspective change, 

becoming aware of 

different frames of 

reference

Dealing with

complex issues in 

real life, ambiguity

and diversity

learn

http://www.eduso.net/res/?b=20&c=193&n=664


SERVICE LEARNINGREFLECTION

Info: servicelearning@kuleuven.be

BEFORE DURING AFTER

reflect



Service-learning as an

international movement

serve, reflect, learn



http://www.compact.org/

UNITED STATES

http://www.compact.org/


UNITED STATES

IARSLCE

International Association
for Research

on Service-learning and 
Community Engagement



LATIN AMERICA

CLAYSS: CENTRO LATINOAMERICANO DE 

APRENDIZAJE Y SERVICIO SOLIDARIO

Buenos Aires (Argentinië) 





OTHER: SOUTH AFRICA, HONG KONG

1999

The Chinese Univ. of Hong Kong



EUROPE

University of Galway (Ierland) Universidad Autónoma de Madrid (Spanje)



19-21 SEPTEMBER 2019 

Local service-learning in 

Flanders

+

Service-Learning in 

European Higher

Education

+

Official establishment of 

a European Association 

of Service-learning in 

Higher Education

https://www.ecsl2019.eu/

EUROPE



Service-learning as a 

pedagogy for connecting

self-other-world

serve, reflect, learn



Connection with self-other-world

1. Service-learning contributes to the development of the

whole person

1. Service-learning helps students to become critical, caring

and responsible (global) citizens

2. Service-learning engages the university and the academic

community in the world: reciprocity



1. Service-learning contributes to the development of 

the whole person

(Inter)personal development of the student: 

• Self: Head, hands, heart

• Other: Awareness of social responsiblity; explicit attention 

for connectedness: “care first and learn from” 

• World: Broad education of the student with a clear link to 

society and contemporary reality



Three types of learning

THEORETICAL KNOWLEDGE 

(CONTENT BASED) 

PRACTICAL SKILLS

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT



Compartmentalization of types

THEORETICAL

KNOWLEDGE

PRACTICAL SKILLS

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL 

DEVELOPMENT



Service-learning

THEORETICAL

KNOWLEDGE

PRACTICAL SKILLS

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL 

DEVELOPMENT



Personal development: a leap into the unknown

Experiencing:

o Vulnerability, fragility

o Questioning assumptions, 

models, values, … 

o What transcends us

To accept the uncertain

Becomes a story and therefore formative

The story of the OTHER becomes part of my story



2. Service-learning helps students to become critical 

and responsible (global) citizens

• “Civic education” : Active, critical, caring and 

responsible citizens

• This can be achieved through, among other things, the 

development of empathy for the vulnerable, insight into 

structural injustice and inequality, and the strengthening of 

willingness to solidarity

• Solidarity = relationship to the stranger whom I do not 

encounter, but who is, like me, a human being. Solidarity is 

then a preparation for the future and at the same time a 

grounding in the present (Radest 1993)



Association of American Colleges & Universities



3. Service-learning engages the university and the 

academic community in the world: locally and

internationally

• In dealing with 'the other', the other also transforms us, also 

as community

• Attention to the margin helps us to discern what is important: 

also in terms of research

• Challenges us to think about our place as university in the 

world, and how we can relate academically to that world: 

reciprocity



Ellen Van Stichel, Uit liefde voor rechtvaardigheid (2015)



LEARN FROM

Ellen Van Stichel, Uit liefde voor rechtvaardigheid (2015)



CONNECTING SERVICE-

LEARNING PRACTICE AND 

VALUES

serve, reflect, learn



Criminology+Theology

“Imprisonment as lived reality”

RADICAL HORIZONTAL SOLIDARITY AND 

RECIPROCITY

REFLECTION AS CONNECTION



Engineering Technology, Electronics-ICT 

Inclusive webdesign

FROM ENCOUNTER TO EMPATHY TO 

SOLIDARITY



Chinese 

Studies

CARE FIRST

LEARN FROM

CONNECTING STORIES



History

Oral histories

LEARNING HOW TO LISTEN AND GIVE VOICE



Service-Learning: 
Educating for Critical and Caring Citizenship

HOW TO PUT EUROPEAN HUMANISM INTO PRACTICE?

HOW TO CO-CREATE EUROPEAN HUMANISM?



Service-learning

Encounter with human person, 

especially the human person in 

vulnerable position in order to 

be transformed and co-create 

humanism

• Educate young people

o for others, and for the most vulnerable

o together with them

o from them



CONCLUSION: SERVICE-LEARNING

Concrete encounters through 

service-learning help to co-create 

European humanism

Verbeelding: 
Imagination

Verdieping: 
Deepening

Verplaatsing: 
Displacement

Verbinding: 
Connecting



Want to find out more? 



https://www.kuleuven.be/english/education/sl

Want to find out more?

Contact:
maaike.mottart@kuleuven.be
nicolas.standaert@kuleuven.be

https://www.kuleuven.be/english/education/sl
mailto:Maaike.mottart@kuleuven.be
mailto:Nicolas.tandaert@kuleuven.be
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+
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